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Abstract
Quark partners with non-chiral couplings appear in several extensions of the
Standard Model. They may have non-trivial generational structure to their cou-
plings, and may be produced either in pairs via the strong and EM interactions,
or singly via the new couplings of the model. Their decays often produce heavy
quarks and gauge bosons, which will contribute to a variety of already-measured
“Standard Model” cross-sections at the LHC. We present a study of the sensitiv-
ity of such published LHC measurements to vector-like quarks, first comparing
to limits already obtained from dedicated searches, and then broadening to some
so-far unstudied parameter regions.
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1 Introduction
Quark partners with vector-like couplings to the weak sector (VLQs) may exist with masses
close enough to the electroweak scale that they can help solve the hierarchy problem, and yet
they evade many experimental constraints since their mass is not necessarily acquired via the
Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [1]. VLQs can be motivated by a variety of higher-energy
extensions to the Standard Model (SM), and a model-independent framework for studying their
phenomenology was presented in Ref. [2]. The allowed parameter space is nevertheless quite
tightly constrained by theory, and searches at the LHC have set lower limits of 1 TeV to 1.3 TeV
on their masses, for various scenarios within this framework [3–7].
Typically, searches at the LHC have assumed the VLQs couple only to the third generation
of SM quarks, since this is the scenario least constrained by previous measurements [2]. For
example, as discussed by Buchkremer et al, the absence of flavour-changing neutral currents
(FCNC) implies strong constraints on the VLQ coupling to the SM when more than one
generation couples, but these constraints are eased when the coupling is only to the third
generation. Such studies also tend to focus on the production of one flavour of VLQ at a time.
In this paper we examine the sensitivity of available particle-level measurements (as opposed
to dedicated searches) to VLQs, using the Contur framework [8] 1 to inject signal into results
of LHC analyses present in the RIVET library [10,11], and derive constraints using the CLs
technique [12]. We use Herwig [13, 14] to inclusively generate all 2 → 2 processes involving
one or more VLQs. This inclusive signal generation implies that a wide array of signatures is
covered, allowing us to move away from some of the above simplifying assumptions to provide
more general limits2. For each parameter point, 30, 000 BSM events are generated for each
beam condition, corresponding to a luminosity significantly greater than that of the data over
the relevant parameter space.
We first give an overview of the phenomenology of VLQ models, and how they might be
expected to be produced and decay at the LHC in Section 2. We then benchmark Contur
against the LHC searches in Section 3, using B and T production only and assuming the
X and Y VLQs to be decoupled. In Section 4, we extend beyond this simplest model, and
study the sensitivity for all four VLQs active, with degenerate masses, again for the case of
coupling to only the third generation of SM quarks. In Section 5 we look at single- versus
pair-production as a function of the overall coupling κ, where single production is of particular
interest when allowing non-zero coupling to the first and second generations of SM quarks.
A selection of non-standard VLQ and leptoquark signatures in different models was also
studied in contribution 5 of Ref. [9], also showing some interesting sensitivity to these models.
2 Overview of VLQ phenomenology
Four types of vector-like quark Q are allowed — B, T , X, and Y — which may be arranged
in various weak SU(2)L multiplets. The B and T are present in all theoretically-allowed
scenarios [1, 15] and have EM charges −13 and 23 , like the SM b and t, while the X and Y
(with charges 53 and −43 respectively) may be elided in some models. All VLQs have quark-like
1Making use, where possible, of the updated treatment of correlated experimental uncertainties described in
Ref. [9].
2Since the data are known to agree with the SM, we do expect limits rather than a discovery at this stage!
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triplet colour charges. In addition to their quark-like QCD and EM couplings via the usual
covariant derivative recipe, the VLQs additionally couple to SM quarks q and weak bosons
V ∈ {W,Z,H}, via new QqV vertices. These interactions are parametrised by overall couplings
κ, ξV parameters controlling the relative strengths of the V couplings to each VLQ, and ζi
parameters governing the mix of SM quark generations i in each coupling. The relevant parts
of the Lagrangian are, following the notation of Ref. [2],
L =κT
[√
ζiξTW
Γ0W
g√
2
[T¯L/RW
+
µ γ
µd iL/R] +
√
ζiξTZ
Γ0Z
g
2cW
[T¯L/RZµγ
µuiL/R]−
√
ζiξTH
Γ0H
MT
v
[T¯R/LHu
i
L/R]
]
+κB
[√
ζiξBW
Γ0W
g√
2
[B¯L/RW
−
µ γ
µuiL/R] +
√
ζiξBZ
Γ0Z
g
2cW
[B¯L/RZµγ
µd iL/R]−
√
ζiξBH
Γ0H
MB
v
[B¯R/LHd
i
L/R]
]
+κX
[√
ζi
Γ0W
g√
2
[X¯L/RW
+
µ γ
µuiL/R]
]
+ κY
[√
ζi
Γ0W
g√
2
[Y¯L/RW
−
µ γ
µd iL/R]
]
+ h.c. ,
(1)
where MQ is the mass of Q, cW is the usual cosine of the weak mixing angle, v is the Higgs-field
vacuum expectation value, and Γ0V are functions of mV /MQ only. The κ, ξ and ζ are defined
for each Q such that
∑
V ξ
V = 1 and
∑
i ζi = 1, meaning ζiξ
V = BR(Q→ V qi). Significantly,
EM charge conservation implies that the T and B VLQs couple to all three SM weak bosons,
while the X and Y couple only to W±.
From eq (1) it can be seen that the couplings of B and X to W bosons are the same up to
the ξV factor: any W:Z:H mixture other than 1:0:0 will result in a smaller BWq coupling than
the XWq one. The same argument applies to the T and Y . If we ignore the Γ0 components,
the B and T couplings to Z and H respectively contain additional factors of 1/
√
2cW and
MQ/gv = MQ/
√
2mW : the former a mild suppression relative to the W–Q coupling, the latter
a significant enhancement for MQ ∼ O(1 TeV). While the Γ0 factors act to ensure that the∑
V ξ
V = 1 relationships are preserved regardless of mV and MQ, this underlying enhancement
might be seen as motivating larger values of ξQH with increasing MQ.
This combination of couplings means that the VLQs may be pair-produced from SM initial
states via the strong and EM interactions, singly produced via the weak interaction, and
weakly pair-produced by t-channel exchange of an SM weak boson. They only decay via their
weak interaction, into the mixtures of SM weak bosons and quarks governed by the ξ and ζ
parameters. Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for VLQ production are shown in
Figure 1.
In pp collisions at the LHC, the phenomenology of VLQ production depends strongly on
which generations of SM quarks they couple to. In the rest of this section, all four VLQs are
assumed to have the same mass and κ values, and the ξ parameters are chosen such that the
B and T couple uniformly to all three weak bosons, denoted as W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 .
Pair-production of VLQs typically occurs via SM-like interactions, as shown in Figures 1(a–
c). These vertices do not depend on κ, ξ or ζ, and this feature has been exploited in several
LHC analyses to reduce the model-dependence of searches for VLQs [16]. For a VLQ of mass
∼ 1.3 TeV at the LHC, the cross-section is of the order of 10 fb. It is not, however, strictly
accurate that VLQ pair-production is independent of κ: the diagram in Figure 1e shows that
VLQs may be pair-produced in diagrams which involve two QqV vertices, and which therefore
have a strong dependence on κ. Furthermore, it is not even guaranteed that this QqV -mediated
3
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for production of VLQs Q. The top row (a–c)
shows VLQ pair-production diagrams via strong and EM interactions, which do not depend
on κ. The second row (d–e) shows pair-production of VLQs via a weak boson V ∈ {W,Z,H},
which may lead to different-flavoured VLQs in the final state. The third row (f–i) shows
single-production of Q in association with a weak boson or SM quark q.
pair-production be negligible: indeed, it is the only pair-production diagram which can involve
two valence quarks in pp collisions. If VLQs couple to first-generation quarks, then Figure 1e
can be the dominant production diagram at the LHC, in particular for high MQ, since all
others require at least one antiquark or gluon from the proton sea. This advantage disappears if
the VLQs only couple to second- or third-generation SM quarks. This is illustrated in Figure 2,
which shows how the pair-production of T gains a dependence on κ if VLQs are allowed to
couple to first-generation SM quarks. The effect is analogous for B, but differs for X and Y
since they can only be produced via Figure 1e if V is a W -boson, meaning XY pairs are the
only option, and like-flavour valence pairs uu or dd do not contribute. Another interesting
feature of the diagrams in Figures 1(d–e) is that the VLQs will be produced with different
flavours if V is the W -boson, something which is not possible in the other pair-production
diagrams.
Single-production of VLQs also has a rich phenomenology. In this case, the production
cross-section always has a dependence on κ since the QqV vertex must always be involved.
Let us consider first the case of VLQ production in association with a weak boson V , as shown
in Figures 1(f–g). In both diagrams, the process is initiated by a quark and a gluon, and the
vector boson is radiated from the quark. The QqV vertex differs depending on the flavour
4
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Figure 2: Cross-sections extracted from Herwig for production of a TT pair as a function
of MQ and κ, for 13 TeV pp collisions, in the W:Z:H =
1
3 :
1
3 :
1
3 scenario, assuming couplings
to individual generations of quarks. The white lines indicate the contours for production
cross-sections in multiples of 10. The first-generation cross-sections acquire a dependence on κ
since pair-production initiated by proton valence quarks becomes possible. The situation is
analogous for other VLQ flavours, although somewhat attenuated for X and Y since they still
require at least one antiquark from the sea to be produced via W exchange in the t-channel.
of the VLQ, as described above. The cross-section is also dependent on ζ however, since the
cross-section of Figures 1(f–g) depend strongly on the incoming quark. If the VLQ couples to
first-generation quarks, then diagrams where u is incoming will dominate over diagrams with
d by a factor of about two. Assuming W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 , then for example T +H/Z production
will be roughly twice as frequent as B + H/Z production, but the situation is reversed for
T + W , which will be roughly half as frequent as B + W production. The same argument
goes for X +W production, which will occur at roughly half the rate of Y +W production.
Overall, in a W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 scenario with only first-generation quark couplings X + V would
be the dominant process, with T + V , B + V and Y + V occurring ∼ 15%, ∼ 33%, and ∼ 50%
less frequently respectively, driven simply by the valence quark populations in the proton. If
the VLQs only couple to second-generation quarks, this dependence on the valence quarks
disappears, as the diagram can only occur with an incoming c or s from the proton sea. As a
result, production of any flavour of VLQ in association with a V becomes suppressed with
respect to pair-production, with the relative cross-sections depending chiefly on the quark
PDFs and the ζ parameters for B and T . Finally, for third-generation couplings, Q + V
production is further suppressed, and t-induced diagrams disappear almost entirely. As a
result, X + V production is largely impossible, while T + V may only occur with a W . These
effects are illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the production cross-sections for T + V and
Y + V depending on whether the coupling is to first-, second- or third-generation quarks.
Finally, let us consider production of VLQs in association with quarks. The diagrams for
such processes are shown in Figures 1(h–i), and are mediated by a weak boson, either in the
s-channel or the t-channel. Once again, the importance of this production mechanism at the
LHC will depend on the flavours of the incoming quarks, since diagrams involving one or more
valence quarks will dominate. The only diagram where both quarks can be valence quarks is
the t-channel diagram in the scenario where VLQs may couple to first-generation quarks. In
this case diagrams involving uu or ud will have the highest cross-sections, while dd-induced
processes will acquire a suppression factor of about four compared to uu or ud, in addition to
other considerations such as couplings of the exchanged weak bosons. Therefore, assuming
5
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(e) Y coupling to c, s only
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Figure 3: Cross-sections extracted from Herwig for production of a T and Y with a weak
boson as a function of MQ and κ, for 13 TeV pp collisions, in the W:Z:H =
1
3 :
1
3 :
1
3 scenario,
assuming couplings to individual generations of quarks. The white lines indicate the contours
for production cross-sections in multiples of 10. First-generation couplings lead to higher
production cross-sections, as a result of valence-quark-induced diagrams, while second and
third-generation couplings lead to suppressed production rates, according to the relevant quark
PDFs. White cells indicate corners of phase-space where the process in question is highly
subdominant, and therefore where the cross-section was not sampled during the Herwig run.
again the W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 scenario, the dominant process will be X + q production which is
induced by uu, and which will occur roughly four times more frequently than Y + q, which is
induced by dd. T + q and B + q production cross-sections are also suppressed by two factors:
the fact that the H-mediated diagram is suppressed from the SM coupling to u or d, while the
remaining vertices are weakened by the ξ parameters. If the VLQs only couple to second- or
third-generation quarks, then the valence-quark-induced processes cease to be available, and
Q+ q becomes dependent on the quark PDFs, with some production modes becoming almost
entirely inaccessible if an initial t quark is involved. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4, where
the production cross-sections for T and X in association with a quark are compared.
The overall dominant production processes are unsurprisingly also extremely dependent
on the generation(s) which the VLQs are allowed to couple to. If VLQs can couple to first-
generation quarks, then by far the dominant process, assuming W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 , is X + q
production, reaching up to ∼ 400 fb for MQ ∼ 1 TeV and κ ∼ 0.07. This is followed by
production of other VLQs with quarks, which are about a factor three to four lower in cross-
section due to the relative proportion of valence quarks. Gluon-induced or quark-induced
VLQ pair-production is typically the next most common process, at ∼ 40 fb for the same
parameter choices, roughly twice the rate of VLQ production in association with a weak
6
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Figure 4: Cross-sections extracted from Herwig for production of a T and X with a SM
quark as a function of MQ and κ, for 13 TeV pp collisions, in the W:Z:H =
1
3 :
1
3 :
1
3 scenario,
assuming couplings to individual generations of quarks. The white lines indicate the contours
for production cross-sections in multiples of 10. First-generation couplings lead to higher
production cross-sections, as a result of valence-quark-induced diagrams, while second and
third-generation couplings lead to suppressed production rates, according to the relevant quark
PDFs. X + q production goes from being the dominant production process at the LHC if X
couples to first-generation quarks only, to vanishing if X couples to third-generation quarks
only. White cells indicate corners of phase-space where the process in question is highly
subdominant, and therefore where the cross-section was not sampled during the Herwig run.
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boson. Since pair-production does not depend too strongly on κ at low MQ, there are regions
of parameter space, particularly at low κ, where pair-production may dominate over Qq
production. For higher MQ, pair-production from valence quarks involving the QqV vertex
may be dominant. If first-generation couplings are forbidden, then pair-production becomes
the dominant production process, still at ∼ 40 fb for the parameter values chosen above.
Single-production of VLQs with V or q may still occur, but roughly an order of magnitude
less frequently than for first-generation couplings.
The most common experimental signature for VLQ decays is likely to be large numbers
of jets: this is unsurprising, given that VLQs decay to quarks and weak bosons (which have
their largest branching fractions to quarks). However, such signatures would be swamped
by the large QCD background from LHC pp collisions. In many decay chains of the VLQs,
W -bosons are involved, either directly from the VLQ decay or as a result of the decay of a t
quark. This is particularly the case since X and Y VLQs, which are often produced with the
highest cross-section, can only decay via W . A large fraction of VLQ decays would therefore
be expected to produce large missing transverse energy (EmissT ) and one lepton, in addition to
multiple jets, some of which may originate from b-quarks. In some cases, two leptons may be
expected with the missing energy, which can originate from the decay of pair-produced VLQs,
with two W bosons decaying leptonically. This signature would exhibit less dependence on κ
as a result. Based on this analysis, one can expect LHC analyses targeting V+jets or WW
final states to be most sensitive to VLQ models.
3 Comparison to LHC B and T searches
Assuming all other VLQs decouple from the SM, and that VLQs couple only to the third
generation of SM quarks, a B quark with a mass of a few 100 GeV or more may decay to Z+ b,
H + b or W + t, depending upon the relative couplings to these bosons. Similarly a T may
decay to Z+ t,H + t or W + b. Several dedicated searches have been made for these signatures
by ATLAS and CMS, giving exclusions up to masses of around a TeV. The ATLAS results in
particular are combined and summarised in Ref. [16] and made available in HEPData [17].
We use these as exemplars for comparison.
Given the subsequent decays of the SM particles produced by the VLQ decays above,
BSM events may enter the fiducial phase space of a wide variety of differential cross-sections
measured at the LHC, with b-jets, Z,W+jets, dibosons and multileptons expected to be
important, as discussed in the previous section. Many of these measurements are available in
RIVET, and are thus accessible to Contur. All have been shown to agree with SM calculations,
and thus the uncertainties on this agreement provide constraints on the presence of a significant
VLQ production cross-section.
Figure 5a shows the Contur exclusion region, in the half-plane of different branching
ratios, for MB = 1200 GeV. This mass places it in middle of the exclusion from ATLAS, which
ranges from 1040 GeV to 1350 GeV over the half-plane. The mauve region shows the exclusion
limit at 95% confidence level (CL) by ATLAS. There are four main searches contributing to
this limit, one each targeting the Z and H decay channels [18, 19], and the remaining two
target B-decay to Wt [20, 21]. This results in a high sensitivity in the bottom-right corner of
the triangle, where BR(B → tW ) is high. The sensitivity in the measurements is somewhat
complementary to the searches, and comes primarily from Z+jet measurements [22–25].
8
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of LHC measurements to (a) B-production for MB = 1200 GeV and
(b) T -production for MT = 1350 GeV. The Contur exclusion is shown in the bins in which it
is evaluated, graduated from yellow through green to black on a linear scale, with the 95% CL
(solid white) and 68% CL (dashed white) exclusion contours superimposed. The mauve region
is excluded at 95% CL by the ATLAS combination [16].
Figure 5b shows the Contur exclusion region for MT = 1350 GeV. The ATLAS search
exclusion for this mass value is also shown; in this case, the ATLAS exclusion ranges from
1310 GeV to 1420 GeV over the branching ratio half-plane. Here the difference in sensitivity
between the ATLAS searches and Contur is nicely seen. From Contur, the exclusion
comes primarily from measurements involving top quarks and W bosons [26–30]. The ATLAS
combination limit in mauve on the other hand, has three contributions from searches sensitive
to T -decay to Ht [19, 21, 31], two that target T -decay to Zt [18, 32], and only one sensitive
in the W channel [33]. Again, the measurement sensitivity is quite complementary to the
searches.
4 Four VLQ flavours
There is no particular reason, other than the desire to take simple benchmarks, why one VLQ
should have lower mass than all the others. An equally, and perhaps more, natural scenario is
that they all have similar masses. Setting the branching fractions to each gauge boson to be
the same for B and T (with X and Y always decaying to W as discussed in Section 2), we
have studied the branching fraction half plane for various values of a generic VLQ mass MQ.
As might be expected, for a given mass the sensitivity of the measurements is greater than for
a single VLQ, with the entire half-plane in the branching fraction space being disfavoured up
to about 1800 GeV. In Figure 6a we show the sensitivity for MQ = 2000 GeV. Of the three
possible Q decays, the decay to qH is least sensitive, so to explore the highest mass reach, in
Figure 6b we set this to zero and scan in the other two branching fractions and MQ. It can be
seen that the qZ decay is most sensitive, with a reach up to around 2.6 TeV at 95% CL, with
the qW decay reaching about 2.1 TeV.
9
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of LHC measurements to VLQ production when B, T,X, Y are degenerate
in mass. The Contur exclusion is shown in the bins in which it is evaluated, graduated from
yellow through green to black on a linear scale, with the 95% CL (solid white) and 68% CL
(dashed white) exclusion contours superimposed. (a) Limit in the the branching fraction plane
for MQ = 2000 GeV. (b) Limit in the plane of MQ and BF(Q→Wq) = 1− BF(Q→ Zq), for
BF(Q→ Hq) = 0
5 All quark generations, and coupling strength
The results discussed in the previous sections apply to scenarios where the VLQs only couple
directly to third generation SM quarks and heavy bosons. As discussed in Section 2, the
dominant production process is therefore expected to be pair production via the strong
interaction, which does not depend on the VLQ–quark coupling, κ. Despite small values
of this coupling suppressing the single-production channels, production of a single VLQ is
less kinematically penalised than pair-production and so single-production can dominate at
high masses. This is particularly of interest for couplings to first-generation quarks, where
amplitudes involving VLQ couplings direct to initial-state quarks become significant due to
large high-x valence-quark densities. The t-channel weak VLQ-pair production process of
Figure 1e is a double-recipient of this PDF enhancement for first-generation couplings. On the
other hand, the existing, non-collider limits on the coupling between the VLQ and SM quarks
are more stringent for the first- and second-generations than for the third. In this section we
study the relative impacts of these considerations on constraints from LHC measurements.
For the single-light-VLQ representative scenarios considered in Ref. [2], the existing limits on
the couplings are estimated as being κ ≤ 0.07 for coupling to the first generation only, κ ≤ 0.2
for the second only, and an order of magnitude smaller when more than one generation is
coupled. (For third generation only, κ = 1 is allowed, as used in the previous section.)
5.1 First quark generation
In Figure 7, we show the current LHC measurement sensitivity in the plane of the coupling κ to
the first generation SM quarks and the VLQ mass MQ, overlaid on a map of the experimental
analyses dominating each (κ,MQ) point’s CLs value. These maps are shown for the three
10
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extreme VLQ–boson branching-fraction configurations (W:Z:H = 0:0:1, 0:1:0, 1:0:0), and an
example admixture of all three bosons (W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3). In the following sections we will use
this same set of ξ configurations to exemplify the LHC κ–MQ sensitivities for couplings to the
second and third quark generations. The detailed CLs maps in κ–MQ, from which these limit
contours are constructed, are presented in Appendix A for couplings to each quark generation.
First, we note from the white contour lines that the majority of the first-generation κ–MQ
plane is excluded at 95% CL, meaning that — despite the lack of dedicated searches — LHC
measurements set stringent limits on first-generation VLQs. The tightest limits are set for the
Z-only ξ configuration in Figure 7b, and the least stringent for the Higgs-only in Figure 7a.
At low VLQ masses, below 1 TeV for VLQ decay via a Higgs and below ∼ 1.3 TeV for decay
via a Z, QCD and EM pair-production dominates and the exclusion is insensitive to κ. Above
this threshold, a strong κ dependence enters via weak Qq production, with the allowed regions
of all W:Z:H configurations extending to the same maximum κ ∼ 0.07 at high mass. This
value is similar to the non-collider limits conservatively estimated by Ref. [2] for a mass scale
of the order of a TeV from atomic parity violation measurements [34,35].
The sets of independent measurement analyses which provide the dominant contributions
to each κ-MQ point in the scans are identified by the background colouring in the plot.
This is highly sensitive to the ξ configuration governing VLQ–boson couplings, with the
most striking feature being the difference between the Z corner of the ξ triangle (shown
in Figure 7b) as compared to the W and H corners (Figures 7c and 7a respectively). The
former is unsurprisingly dominated by dilepton (+ jet) analyses, which also make a significant
appearance in the excluded κ-independent region and the un-excluded high-mass region of the
1
3 :
1
3 :
1
3 mixture (Figure 7d).
Exclusions in the low-mass regions of the H and W corners of the ξV triangle (Figures 7a
and 7c) are dominated by WW measurements (either direct or via Higgs decays). Interest-
ingly, the dominant contribution to the exclusion power from the WW analysis pool is the
measurement of detector-corrected distributions in the control regions of the 13 TeV ATLAS
leptoquark search [25], an addition to that search study made to enable testing of MC generator
models as well as BSM re-interpretation studies. This analysis has exclusion power across
the whole mass range, but in the MQ = 1 TeV to 2 TeV region it becomes subdominant to
lepton+EmissT (+ jet) analyses sensitive to single-VLQ production, which drive the exclusion
contour downward to enclose lower κ values in that mass range. These analyses also dominate
the 1 TeV to 2 TeV model exclusions in the mixed W:Z:H = 13 :
1
3 :
1
3 configuration, and make
an appearance at κ ∼ 0.05 to 0.10 in the ξZ = 1 configuration. Further investigation of this
intrusion of lepton+EmissT +jet analyses into the sea of WW -based sensitivity reveals interesting
phenomenology: it is dominated by measurements of leading jet pT in the detector-corrected
control regions of the 8 TeV ATLAS vector-boson fusion (VBF) Wjj analysis [26].
Figure 8 shows the Wjj leading-jet pT distribution for three W:Z:H = 1:0:0 points near the
95% exclusion contour respectively below, in, and above the single-VLQ-dominated exclusion
region. The highest bins of the pT distribution are seen to be significantly enhanced for
non-Z-coupling VLQs with masses in the 1 TeV to 2 TeV range, leading to the increased
exclusion sensitivity in that region, but for higher masses this excess subsides, due to both the
falling cross-section and the excess localising to out-of-range bins.
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Figure 7: Dominant LHC analysis pools contributing to VLQ limit-setting in the κ vs VLQ
mass plane, where κ is the coupling to first-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B)
masses are set to be degenerate. The disfavoured regions are located above and to the left of
the dashed (68% CL) and solid (95% CL) white contours respectively. The lower bounds in
κ from non-LHC flavour physics are indicated with the pink horizontal contour. The VLQ
branching fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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Figure 8: ATLAS 8 TeV Wjj forward-lepton control region leading-jet pT distributions at
three points on the 95% exclusion contour for W:Z:H = 1:0:0, respectively at MQ values of (a)
1000 GeV, (b) 1750 GeV, and (c) 2250 GeV. The rise and subsidence of a 90% CLs exclusion
from a single Wjj bin is seen as the contour passes from below 1 TeV to above 2 TeV. The
black points are data, the red histogram is the VLQ contribution stacked on top of the data.
In the lower insets, the ratio is shown and the yellow band indicates the significance, taking
into account the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the data. The legend gives the
exclusion (i.e. one minus the p-value) for that histogram after fitting nuisance parameters for
the correlated systematic uncertainties.
5.2 Second quark generation
In Figure 9, we perform the equivalent scan and analysis for weak VLQ couplings only to
the second quark generation. Again, at low VLQ masses, pair production dominates and
the exclusion is insensitive to κ. The same pattern of mass thresholds as a function of ξ
configuration is seen as for the first-generation scan. However, the κ-dependent exclusion
which dominated the parameter space for the first generation is here absent, with only a
hint of κ-dependence in the Z-only coupling configuration (Figure 9b). This is in keeping
with the expectation summarised in Section 2, since the weak pair-production and single
production processes are highly suppressed if the VLQs cannot couple to the proton’s valence
quarks (nor the first-generation sea). In this case, the estimated limit (κ < 0.2) from non-LHC
measurements comes from measurements of the Z → qq¯ couplings at LEP [2,36]
TheWW analysis group dominates for the second generationH andW ξ corners (Figures 9a
and 9c) and for most of the mixed-boson configuration, at least for all κ values allowed by
the flavour constraints. At higher κ values, weak VLQ–boson production mechanisms again
contribute, giving some weak dependence on the coupling. The Z-compatible dilepton+jets
analyses dominate all of the Z-only configuration in Figure 9b. Thus for the most interesting
κ < 0.2 region, second-generation limits are driven by VLQ pair production, with decays into
the permitted bosons and SM quarks. This is consistent with the discussion in Section 2:
production of VLQs in association to quarks is suppressed by an order of magnitude compared
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Figure 9: Dominant LHC analysis pools contributing to VLQ limit-setting in the κ vs VLQ
mass plane, where κ is the coupling to second-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B)
masses are set to be degenerate. The disfavoured regions are located above and to the left of
the dashed (68% CL) and solid (95% CL) white contours respectively. The lower bounds in
κ from non-LHC flavour physics are indicated with the pink horizontal contour. The VLQ
branching fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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to the case where VLQs can couple to first-generation quarks, while pair-production via
EM/QCD processes occurs at roughly the same rate. This explains the weaker dependence on
κ of the exclusion reported above.
We again see the intrusion of single-VLQ exclusion by the ATLAS VBF Wjj analysis
for second-generation VLQs between 1 TeV to 2 TeV, explained by the same mechanism.
Compared to the first generation, however, the impact of QCD jet analyses is also seen at the
highest masses, for all but the pure-Z configuration of Figure 9b. This is primarily driven
by the CMS 13 TeV jet mass analysis [37], and to a lesser extent the ATLAS 13 TeV dijet &
inclusive jet analysis [38].
5.3 Third quark generation
In Figure 10, we show the sensitivity in the plane of the coupling κ to the third-generation SM
quarks and VLQ mass. Again, as discussed in Section 2, at low VLQ masses, pair production
dominates and the exclusion is insensitive to κ. Since there is no top parton density, and the b
content of the proton is suppressed relative to light quarks, single production cross-sections
are lower than for the lighter generations. Single production does still bring some additional
sensitivity to higher masses (around 2 TeV) when W + q decays dominate, which is consistent
with the fact that in this region Contur does better than the searches (which focus on pair
production) in Figure 5a (for B VLQs).
Comparing Figure 10b with the equivalent figures for the first- and second-generation inter-
actions (Figures 7b and 9b respectively), it is interesting to note that the type of measurement
which provides the best sensitivity changes for the Z-corner in third-generation couplings. In
the first- and second-generation cases, the sensitivity is dominated by dilepton+jets measure-
ments, while the third-generation case becomes dominated by measurements involving leptons
and missing energy with jets, or WW -like measurements — only a few points in the scan are
dominated by the ATLAS 13 TeV dilepton [24,25] or four-lepton [39,40] measurements.
This change is due to the fact that when third-generation couplings are the only ones
allowed, X + q and T + q processes are suppressed due to the lack of top quarks in the proton
sea. Y + q dominates the high-mass region, with pair-production dominant for lower VLQ
masses. The T and Y VLQs, produced singly or in pairs, will decay to top quarks, resulting
in the production of at least one W -boson. This in turn leads to the missing energy signatures
which were not present for first- or second-generation couplings.
The WW dominance across all ξ configurations also reflects the impact of published
bin-correlation data: without this information, permitting simultaneous use of multiple bins in
the WW analysis pool, the 13 TeV CMS `+EmissT +jet analyses [28–30,41–43] would dominate
at low mass in the non-Z configurations, and the statistically limited ATLAS four-lepton
analyses would dominate a larger region of the ξZ = 1 κ–MQ plane. Bin correlations are also
essential to the appearance of a region of exclusion driven by excesses in the 13 TeV ATLAS
jet substructure measurement [44] in the ξH0 configurations.
6 Discussion and conclusions
We have presented studies of a generic class of Vector-Like Quark models, comparing the
predictions from all 2→ 2 production diagrams for VLQs to a large bank of LHC differential
cross-section measurements. Despite the measurements not being explicitly designed for this
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Figure 10: Dominant LHC analysis pools contributing to VLQ limit-setting in the κ vs VLQ
mass plane, where κ is the coupling to third-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B)
masses are set to be degenerate. The disfavoured regions are located above and to the left of
the dashed (68% CL) and solid (95% CL) white contours respectively. The VLQ branching
fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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purpose, we find that they can exclude significant regions of VLQ parameter space, in a wider
range of model parameters than those typically considered in dedicated searches.
This approach, using inclusive event generation and model-independent measurements to
study BSM signals, is hence not only competitive with dedicated searches, but indeed can
outperform them in generic model spaces for which specific searches have not been optimised.
This is due to the fact that searches often make simplifying assumptions, or focus their efforts
on detecting the most spectacular signature from a model. But studying all the implications of
a given model simultaneously may instead reveal moderate changes to many SM distributions,
an effect most evident through combination of multiple precision measurements. This is very
much the case in VLQ models. Firstly, LHC searches for such particles have often focused
on pair-produced VLQs as a κ-dependence is technically challenging for interpretations made
using detector-level physics objects. Secondly, it is typical at the LHC for only VLQs coupling
to third-generation quarks to be considered, as they give the most striking experimental
signatures and are most weakly constrained by previous measurements.
Reviewing the phenomenology of VLQ models at the LHC, we see that the way in which
VLQs are produced in proton–proton collisions depends intimately on interplays between the
composition of the proton, and the strengths of the coupling of VLQs to different SM bosons
and the different generations of SM quarks. For example, VLQs coupled to first-generation
quarks are more likely to be singly-produced than if coupled to second- or third-generation
quarks, where pair production is typically more likely. Furthermore, production mechanisms
such as X+W become almost forbidden if only third-generation couplings are allowed, leading
to an asymmetry between X and Y production which is not present for second-generation
couplings. Finally, the phenomenology of VLQ decays when B, T only couple to Z bosons
changes drastically if VLQs are allowed to couple to third-generation quarks: lepton-plus-
missing-energy signatures then dominate over the expected dilepton-plus-jet signatures, due
to the production of top quarks and subsequent decays involving missing energy.
These effects are neither small nor trivial, and suggest that the richly intertwined phe-
nomenology of VLQ production and decay at the LHC could lead to novel analysis strategies
and potentially new routes to discovery at hadron colliders. Indeed, if a discovery were made,
one could use these considerations, along with the latest understanding of proton PDFs, to
constrain both the overall scale of weak VLQ interactions and their relative couplings to
different SM quark generations. These insights from our inclusive approach herald a very
interesting era for VLQ searches at the LHC.
Given that a dedicated search can take a large team several years to prepare and publish,
while running a Contur scan takes less than a day, it is arguable that checking compatibility
of the search targets with the current canon of model-independent measurements constitutes an
important “due diligence” step in analysis design. The increased volume of data, and pressures
on computing resources in future LHC runs, make this argument ever more compelling in our
view. Conversely, actively considering the contributions of inclusive-production studies when
designing future analyses enables analysis teams to focus on those model regions which are
not already covered.
This would naturally focus search attention on more exotic signatures, for example of
long-lived particles or other anomalous, intrinsically non-SM-like features. In the precision
era of the LHC there is an increasing motivation to make detailed measurements, rather than
searches, in regions of phase-space with a significant SM cross-section. Search analyses can also
contribute to the resource of model-independent results by making unfolded measurements in
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their control regions3: as discussed in this paper, a prototype of control-region measurements
in a leptoquark search has proven to have significant exclusion power in regions of VLQ
parameter space. One search’s control region can be anothers signal region: model-independent
measurements may help avoid the danger of accidentally fitting away a signal.
Finally, this approach relies on careful preservation of measurements in HEPData and
RIVET. Although RIVET was designed as a way to compare MC generators, it turns out
to be perfectly suited to re-interpretation, especially if the reference data are published
with a full breakdown of uncertainties and state-of-the-art background predictions to aid
rigorous statistical interpretation. Most LHC measurements do provide RIVET routines, but
unfortunately some very powerful measurements are still missing from the RIVET database,
or only come out many years after the associated publication. Furthermore, CMS has
historically published fewer routines than ATLAS, a fact manifest in the dominance by ATLAS
measurements of the CLs limits shown in this paper. We hope that our results add further
encouragement for all collider physics experiments to make public re-interpretation routines
and bin-correlation data a core feature of their publication and data-preservation processes [45].
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of LHC measurements to VLQ production in the κ vs VLQ mass plane,
where κ is the coupling to first-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B) masses are set
to be degenerate. The green and yellow regions are disfavoured at 68% CL and 95% CL
respectively, with the dashed and solid white contours delineating the boundaries. The VLQ
branching fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
1
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Figure 12: Sensitivity of LHC measurements to VLQ production in the κ vs VLQ mass plane,
where κ is the coupling to second-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B) masses are
set to be degenerate. The green and yellow regions are disfavoured at 68% CL and 95% CL
respectively, with the dashed and solid white contours delineating the boundaries. The VLQ
branching fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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Figure 13: Sensitivity of LHC measurements to VLQ production in the κ vs VLQ mass plane,
where κ is the coupling to third-generation SM quarks. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B) masses are set to
be degenerate. The green to yellow regions are disfavoured at 68% CL to 95% CL respectively,
with the dashed and solid white contours delineating the boundaries. The VLQ branching
fractions to W:Z:H are (a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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Figure 14: Dominant LHC analysis pools contributing to VLQ limit-setting in the κ vs
VLQ mass plane, where κ is the coupling to third-generation SM quarks, without bin-to-bin
correlations included in the CLs calculations. All VLQ (X,Y, T,B) masses are set to be
degenerate. The disfavoured regions are located above and to the left of the dashed (68% CL)
and solid (95% CL) white contours respectively. The VLQ branching fractions to W:Z:H are
(a) 0:0:1 (b) 0:1:0 (c) 1:0:0 and (d) 13 :
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